The main purpose of this paper is to present some weighted arithmetic-geometric operator mean inequalities. These inequalities are refinements and generalizations of the corresponding results. An example is provided to confirm the effectiveness of the results.
Introduction
It is well known that A ≥ B implies A 2 ≥ B 2 for some positive operators A, B. It is interesting to ask for what kind of operator inequalities, when they are squared, the inequality relation can be preserved. In 2013, Lin ([1], Theorem 2.8) proved that the operator Kantorovich inequality can be squared. Similarly, Lin ([2] , Theorem 2.1) found that the reverse arithmetic-geometric operator mean inequalities for the Kantorovich constant can be squared:
and
where 0 < m ≤ A, B ≤ M, h = M m . Here, K (h) = (h+1) 2 4h is called the Kantorovich constant and satisfies the following properties:
It is to be understood throughout the paper that m, m , M, M present scalars. I denotes the identity operator. Let B(H) stand for the C * -algebra of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space (H, ·, · ). We write A ≥ 0 (A > 0) to mean that A is a positive (strictly positive) operator. A linear
The operator norm is denoted by · . For convenience, we use the following notations to define the α-weighted arithmetic mean and α-weighted geometric mean of A and B:
For further reading related to operator inequalities, the reader is referred to recent papers [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , and the references therein.
Following an idea from Lin [2] , we shall present some new weighted arithmetic-geometric operator mean inequalities, which can be seen as complementary to inequalities (3)- (6) . Moreover, an example shows that our results are sharper than inequalities (5)-(6).
Main Results
We start this section with some basic lemmas which are important in terms of proving the main results.
Lemma 2. [11] If A > 0, then for every positive unital linear map Φ,
where 1 ≤ r < ∞.
It is easy to see that
Since
By Lemma 4, we have inequality (10) .
where
Proof. Inequality (11) is equivalent to
By inequalities (7) and (8), we have
That is
Thus, inequality (11) holds.
Inequality (12) is equivalent to
Thus, inequality (12) holds.
Remark 1.
Because of inequality (10), inequalities (11) and (12) are sharper than inequalities (5) and (6), respectively.
In what follows, when α = 1 2 , we present an example showing that inequalities (11) and (12) are sharper than inequalities (5) and (6), respectively.
Example 1. Take
For the left side of inequalities (5) and (6),
For the left side of inequalities (11) and (12),
In the next theorem, we show new weighted arithmetic-geometric operator mean inequalities which generalize inequalities (3) and (4). 
where S(h ) = h Proof. Inequality (13) is equivalent to
By inequalities (7)-(9), we have
Thus, inequality (13) 
Proof. It is well known that t v (0 ≤ v ≤ 1) is an operator monotone function. Applying t p 2 (0 ≤ p ≤ 2) and t 1 2 to inequalities (11) and (13), respectively, we have inequality (15). Similarly, inequality (16) holds.
Conclusions
In this paper, we first present two weighted arithmetic-geometric operator mean inequalities, which refine and generalize inequalities (5) and (6), moreover, an example shows that inequalities (11) and (12) are sharper than inequalities (5) and (6), respectively. Finally, we generalize inequalities (11) and (12) to the power of p (p ≥ 2), which refine inequalities (3) 
